
egg glossary ChiCken (1 – 6, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16) The standard by which all others are judged. Color 
variations in the shell (whether white, mottled brown, palest blue) reflect the breed of hen and make little difference, 

if any, in flavor. Araucana eggs (14), a relative rarity and Martha’s favorite, are available at some farmers’ markets. 
emu ( 7) Its emerald-green shell makes this variety more coveted for crafts than cooking. Quail (8, 9) Often served 

soft-cooked, which shows off its speckled surface and diminutive stature to great effect. DuCk (12) Richer and 
more robust in flavor and color—both outside and within—than the average egg. Goose (15) Exceptionally mild. 

ostriCh (17) The largest egg of all but virtually indistinguishable in flavor from a chicken’s.
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 Nature’s most perfect     
     form may contain  

nature’s most perfect food. Adaptable  
and versatile, the egg is delicious in 

every one of its many guises.

simple soft-cooked egg
anD toast With its yolk barely set at the edges and defiantly runny 

throughout, this three-minute egg is, indeed, perfect—but not quite  
complete without a slice of chewy, thick-cut country-style bread, 

toasted as you please and served on the side for dipping.
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    skillet matzo brei
With Cinnamon, apple, anD raisins An unleavened take on  

French toast, matzo brei is sometimes savory, but arguably at its best sweet.  
This indulgent version has an appeal that extends beyond its Passover origins 

with a choice of finishing touches: honey, preserves, crème fraîche, or maple syrup.
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What do we mean when we talk about eggs? 
Is it the pleasure of a runny double-yolker  
at an all-night diner or the satisfaction of a 
sliver of smoked Yukon salmon topped with 
a gribache sauce of hard-cooked egg that’s 
flecked with herbs and capers? The yellow scramble 
spilling out of your breakfast burrito this morning or the soft-cooked eggs 
with maple syrup and sherry vinegar at the Parisian three-star l’Arpège? 
The hard-cooked egg your mother used to pack in your Partridge Family 
lunch box a couple of times a week? The hard-fried oyster omelet you 
devoured in Bangkok on your honeymoon? The gooey eggs with charcoal-
grilled toast in Singapore? Last night’s île flottante? The delicious deviled 
egg on pig-cheek scrapple at Resto, a Belgian joint in 
New York City? A crisp little omelet sprinkled with anise-
scented blossoms in an Umbrian mountain tavern? 

Eggs can signify homeliness and opulence, honest 
poverty and total luxury, asceticism and gluttony. They 
have figured into the breakfasts of lumberjacks and the 
suppers of kings. Charles II liked his dusted with am-
bergris. Paul Newman in Cool Hand Luke forced down 
50 of them on a bet. I rather like them cooked slowly with 
lots of cream. What other ingredient is a traditional ac-
companiment to sausage and caviar? What better to bring 
out the expensive funk of a fresh truffle? What else was 
on the plate the last time you experienced fried Spam?

With their elastic proteins and their exquisite sensi-
tivity to subtle changes in heat, eggs lend themselves 
to seemingly infinite preparations—puffed into soufflés, 
baked into custards, sizzled into matzo brei, simmered 
in soy sauce and served atop noodle soups, griddled 
into hoppers in Sri Lanka and parathas in India, even 

soaked in salt and lye until they become marbled black 
and translucent, per the famous 1,000-year eggs of China. 
Have you ever fried an egg in duck fat? You should.

Eggs bring with them the clean farmhouse scent of 
happy abundance, the swell of a well-made omelet, the 
sunny-yellow taste of fresh butter, and the promise of 
the day to come. By the time lunch rolls around and the 
sheen of civilization has enveloped us again, we may be 
ready to take on shallots and snipped chives. But tell me 
how you eat your eggs in the morning and I will tell you 
who you are: over-hard, broken yolk; scrambled dry; sizzled 
in pungent green olive oil; soft-cooked and served with 
a crusty hunk of country bread. Has life left you coddled? 
Hard-cooked? Steamy and slightly burned at the fringe?

Although it can be the quickest kitchen task, cooking 
eggs is often the trickiest mission an experienced cook 
can perform. Chefs frequently audition line cooks by ask-
ing them to scramble an egg or make an omelet. I am mar-
ried to a woman who likes the yolks of her fried eggs 
limpid and bright yellow but her whites perfectly set. It 
has been the work of a lifetime to get it right. I think I 
have finally mastered the essentials—low heat, good but-
ter, fresh farmers’ market eggs, nonstick pan, cover the 
pan briefly with the bottom of the hot tea kettle, baste if 
you must, and keep your wits about you. If there’s one 
thing I’ve learned, it’s that eggs can smell your fear.

Jonathan Gold is a food writer and critic for LA Weekly. He was 
awarded the 2007 Pulitzer Prize for Criticism.



   Southern fried eggs
over Buttermilk BisCuits With sausaGe Gravy This shamelessly 

rich, homey classic is too often mediocre, but it’s memorable when made well. 
Success lies in tender, flaky, tangy biscuits, a creamy gravy tinged with the 

faint heat of cayenne, eggs sunny-side up, and plenty of pepper.
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  steamy bowl of noodles
With poaCheD DuCk eGG, sCallions, anD mushrooms Despite its 

hearty appearance, this tangle of tastes is surprisingly light on the palate. The any-
time-of-day meal draws upon several cultures for inspiration. The subtle but 

discernible flavor of the broth melds with the distinctively nutty taste of buck-
wheat noodles and the gentle presence of enoki, scallions, and peas.
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miniature grapefruit soufflés
With GinGer  Airy and elegant, just as one would expect, these individual 

desserts surprise with the pleasantly bitter tang of red grapefruit and fresh 
ginger. Rest assured, there’s plenty of rich egg to round out any sharp edges.150



classic egg custard pie
With lots of nutmeG Old-fashioned yet quietly innovative, this custard pie 

juxtaposes two ordinarily opposing forces—satisfyingly creamy and ethereally light—
within a single filling. It’s also unsparing with the spice and all the better as a result.
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